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Abstract

The 1 9 3Pi and 192P6 isotopes are produced through the 182W(160,5n,6n) reactions.
The de-excitation 7-ray and conversion electron spectra lead to the conversion coefficients
for most transitions. With the results of the 7 - 7 and e~ — 7 coincidences, the half-
lives measured for several states, the angular distribution coefficients for the odd isotope
and the transition multipolarities, the data on the 1 9 2Pt level scheme has been much
enhanced and the 193P6 one studied for the first time. The experimental schemes are
compared to those given by microscopic calculations, in a two or three quasi-particle
approximation using a surface delta interaction with a reduced pairing component. The
discrepancies between theory and experiment are attributed to the increasing influence
of proton configurations.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 162W(16O,5n),(ltiO,6n), E = 109 MeV, measured E7,I7,1(ce),
77-, (ce) 7-coin, I7(^). 192Pb, 193Pb deduced levels, J, TT, T1Z2, Ice. Enriched targets, intrinsic
Ge detectors, magnetic spectrometer with Si(Li) detector.
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I - INTRODUCTION

The level spectra of neutron deficient even mass isotopes, down to A = 190, have been
studied through direct reactions and radioactive decay of bismuth isobars or polonium nuclei.
The results on odd mass isotopes are rarer, although the decay of 197Si to 191J3i has been
investigated at the LISOL separator [I].

The de-excitation of high spin levels produced in heavy ion reactions, has also been iden-
tified but, bp to now, this approach had not allowed to descend below mass number 195
[2]-

Apart from being new, the data provided by the study of 193Pt levels, fed through (heavy
ion, xn) reactions, are enlightening from several points of view :

- in 194Pt and lighter even isotopes, the first excited state is a O+ level, interpreted by
the excitation of a proton pair from the Z = 82 core. It is worthwhile to search for similar
states in the odd isotopes and to study their deexcitation. Moreover, the recent identification
of such "intruder states" in 192Pt [3] led us to re-examine the level scheme of this isotope,
produced in the same experiment as 193Pb.

- a superdeformed band has been observed in 194Pt [4] ; a good knowledge of the low and
medium energy levels, in nuclei where these bands are likely to appear, is essential to link
them to the main structure.

n - EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The excitation function of the 182W(160,5n)193 P t reaction, the half-life and angular dis-
tribution measurements, together with preliminary 7-7 coincidences, are performed using
the CYCLONE cyclotron facility in Louvain-la-Neuve. The electron spectra and conversion
coefficients, the e~-7 and 7-7 coincidences are measured at the M.P. Tandem accelerator at
Orsay, using the recoil catcher method. A beam energy of 109 MeV was chosen to optimize
the production of 192Pi and 193Pt isotopes.

The targets are all more than 90% enriched in 182W and their thickness is adapted to the
experimental conditions. A thick target (40 mg/cm2 on a 4/100 mm lead foil) is used for the
angular distributions ; another one, able to stop the recoil nuclei (5mg/cm2 on a 50 /xg/cm2

carbon backing), is necessary for the other experiments in Louvain-la-Neuve, while in Orsay
the recoil method imposes a thin self-supporting target (250 /xg/cm2).

The angular distribution spectra are recorded alternately at three angles (30°, 60", 90°)
and the monitoring is ensured by a detector set at 90°.

The main features of the experimental set-up at the Orsay tandem have been described
elsewhere [5] ; slight differences, related to the present study, and recent improvements of the
system are described below.

- Since several 193Pt 7-rays are ruled by short, half-lives, the tandem beam is pulsed with
a 200 ns period. The catcher (a 2 ^m Al foil with a 4 mm hole in its centre) is set at 5 cm
from the target, as close as possible, but still allowing to shield the detectors from the direct
radiations emitted from the target. Half-lives down to about 10 ns can be reached in these



conditions.

- The electron spectra axe recorded only after checking, with a computer program, the
agreement between the electron energy, given by the Si(Li) detector, and the lens magnetic
field value. The background, particularly in the low energy region, is thus strongly reduced.

- Six BaF2 scintillators, mounted around the target, detect the prompt 7-rays associated
with the compound nucleus formation. A fast coincidence between this pulse and the capac-
itive time pick-up output, marking the beam burst, validates the reaction (with a nearly 60
% efficiency). The resulting pulse will be called P0 hereafter.

The long lived transitions (coming mainly from decay) can be partly suppressed in the
spectra by another fast coincidence between P0, suitably delayed, and the time outputs of
the 7 and electron detectors. As the main goal is to study rather short lived 193Pi states, P0

is only slightly delayed. In both isotopes, however, a range of half-lives is present and the
longer ones are thus underprivileged. Therefore spectra were recorded with and without the
P0 coincidence.

III - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 1 displays the 7 spectrum in the 500 keV region and illustrates the influence of the

P0 coincidence adjustement in terms of the related half-lives. In fig. Ia the P0 condition
favours most of the 193Pb 7-rays, with respect to the 192Pe ones, and the opposite situation
is observed in fig. Ib.

The conversion coefficients deduced from the direct spectra are listed in tables 1 and 2
for 192Pt and 193Pt respectively.

The electron energies, in the electron-7 coincidences, range from about 25 to 200 keV.
The spectra of fig. 2 and 3, both concerning 192Pb, are recorded without the P0 coincidence.

The low energy 7-rays emitted in coincidence with the K conversion line of the 192Pt 184.1
keV transition (a transition of equal energy exists in 193Pt) are displayed in fig. 2. The
location of the 184.1 keV transition in the level scheme is supported by the presence and
intensity of the 66.7 keV 7-ray in this spectrum. The 7-7 coincidence with the 382.8 keV
transition reveals the 7-rays feeding the 2303.8 keV level, as can be seen in fig. 3.

In fig. 4, the electron lines in coincidence with the sum of the 193P6 881.6 and 520.2 keV
7-rays are compared with and without the P0 coincidence. The conversion electrons of the
short lived 72.6, 184.1, 212.9, 219.1 keV transitions are clearly visible in fig. 4b. The electron
lines of fig. 5 are measured in coincidence with the sum of the 193Pt 158.2 and 212.9 keV
7-rays and with P0. This spectrum gives a clear indication of the existence of the 72.6 keV
transition.

The angular distribution coefficients measured for 193Pt are listed in table 3.
The half-lives reported on the level schemes are measured (except for the 192Pb 12+ level)

using 71-72^12 or 7-t coincidences, t representing either the beam or P0.

IV - The 192Pt ISOTOPE

The level scheme

The 192Pt level scheme of fig. 6 is very similar to those of ref. [3,6]. Some uncertainties



on the angular momentum of a few levels can be removed by the conversion coefficient and
prompt and delayed coincidence measurements. Only the levels above an energy of 2 MeV
will be discussed here.

Level at 2303.8 keV. This level, fed by the 1O+ state (277.3 keV transition) and the 9" one
(210.6 keV transition) decays towards the 1921.1 keV 6+ level through a 382.8 keV transition.
Although the transition multipolarities are not precisely determined, the only possible spin
for this level is 8+ .

Level at 2507.3 keV. The 184.1 keV transition shows the same coincidences as the 191.0
keV one and appears parallel to it. As both follow the same half-life, the 184.1 keV transition
must be preceded (or followed) by an invisible 7.0 keV one. According to the intensity
balance and conversion coefficients extracted from the coincidence measurements, it must
have an important Ml component. An 8~ assignment seems most likely for this state ; the
7.0, 184.1 keV sequence has been chosen from the estimated reduced transition probabilities.

Level at 2625.1 keV. This energy is now determined, as a completely converted 44 keV
E2 transition is observed here in the electron-7 coincidences, preceding the 7-rays de-exciting
the 1O+ state (the half-life has been measured [7] and is of about 1 (js).

Level at 2743.5 keV. The 71-72-^2 coincidence results between the 162.5 keV 7-ray and
all the transitions de-exciting the 1O+ level on the one hand, the 439.7 keV 7-ray and the
transitions coming from the 6+ level on the other hand lead to the same energy of 2743.5 keV.
The 7-t measurements, with respect to the beam, suggest a 95 ± 15ns half-life for this level
; the 1O+ state half-life can be determined as 85 ± 15 ns, in agreement with ref. 7, from the
coincidences between either the 162.5 keV 7-ray or the 44 keV transition and the subsequent
7-rays.

Discussion

The assignment of the 8+ , 1O+ and 12+ states, at 2520.6, 2581.1 and 2625.1 keV respec-
tively offers no difficulty ; the three of them are due to the neutron (i^/2) configuration. The
same is true for the 7~, 8~ and 9~ negative parity levels, their configurations being mainly
(113/2, j) with j = p3 /2 , fB/2 and f7/2 essentially.

A theoretical level scheme is computed in a two quasi-particle formalism (q.p.), in the
Tamm-Dancoff approximation (TD2), with a surface delta interaction (S.D.I.). The single
particle energies Cj are taken from the 2orP6 and 209Pi experimental spectra for N=5 and
6. As the low energy 2+ and 4+ states are not well reproduced, a pairing component (Vp )
is subtracted from the S.D.I, interaction, the (VSDI-VP) intensity being adjusted to yield
correct energies for the 2+ and 1O+ levels. The results are compared to the experiment in fig.
8.

The disagreement between the B.C.S. theory and experiment can be partly explained in
terms of intruder states. Low energy Oj levels were identified in even mass isotopes and
explained as proton (n h ,̂22)0+ states. On the Ô  level may develop a band (irh£*2 ) j , with
2<J even <8, made of 2p-2h (2 particle - 2 hole) states which can be compared to the 4h
(Pt) or 4p (Rn) levels. This approach has been recently used to account for the 192Pt levels



fed by the 192St decay [3].
Within this framework it is possible to argue along the following line : the BCS theory,

dealing with neutron states only, is supposed to explain the experiment results as far as
198Pb, isotope for which the 2+ level energy is maximum. The same parameters are then
used to calculate the neutron levels of lighter isotopes. The single proton state energies are
taken from the 188Pf level scheme. A first order perturbation calculation can then yield
the interaction strength between proton and neutron levels of similar spin and the mixing
coefficient. It thus appears that the proton contribution to the 2+ , 4+ , 6+ and 8+ states
becomes more and more important as A decreases. The transition probabilities between
these levels can also be estimated. The values obtained show that, for example, the (̂ f3

2Z2)S+
state will decay towards the (7rh+?2)6+ and not to the (î "3

2
 2)6+ + (£^,22)6++... one because of

the energy factor, the 8+ - 6+ energy difference being forecast at about 125 keV versus 600
keV in the 8+ - 6+ case.

The measured transition probabilities for the 12+ and 1O+ decays are :

B(E2;12+ -+1O+) = 10.112e2/m4 [6]
B(E2;1Q+ -»8+) = 45.484e2/m4

leading to

B(E2; 1O+ -

when, for neutron (î 3
2/2) states, the theory predicts 0.36.

The B(E2) reduced transition probability systematics yield about 350 e2fm4 for the 9" —•
7" transition. With the intensity and energy values of the 9~ —* 8" transition one then finds :

B(Ml ; 9- _> 8~ ) = 0.01 n%

The calculation, with B.C.S. wave functions, gives :

B(Ml) = 7.02 10-4ZU2V
B(E2Ï = 5.84 e2fm4

62 = 2.8 10"5

corresponding to a pure Ml transition.
The spin and parity of the 2743.5 keV level could agree with 10" and 11~. The conversion

coefficient value supports an E3 multipolarity for the 439.7 keV transition, which is difficult
to explain. If the configurations of the 2743.5 keV and 2303.8 keV levels are mainly (7ri13/2 ®
7rh9/2)n- and (7Th+^)8+, the transition takes place between the 7ri13/2 and 7rh9/2 orbitals. The
half-life measured for the 2743.5 keV state leads indeed, for this transition, to the following
values :

B(E3) = 5.6342105e2fm6 FFFS = 58.8 j ^ 1 3 ' 2 "* ^ 2
B(M2) = 4.610/"

2
vfm

2 FFFS = 0.14



FFFS is the enhancement factor calculated in the framework of the finite Fermi system
theory [8] ; for an E3 transition it would be abnormally large. It should be underlined that
an 11" state, with a (ii3/2 h9/2)n- proton configuration is observed in the A = 194 and A =

F1I196 isotopes. The hindrance factor of the 11" —• 1O+ transition is smaller here than for the
196 and 194 mass numbers :

B(El) < 4.7910-9e2fm2 A = 196
B(El) = 5J10IO-8e2fm2 A = 194
B(El) = 8.61710-Vfm2 A = 192

The neutron configurations (ii3/2f7/2)io- and (ii3/2h9/2)n- may, like the proton config-
urations (ii3/2h9/2), assume a more important part for the low mass numbers. Only the
measurement of the g-factor for this level could yield more information on this point.

V - THE 193P6 ISOTOPE

The level scheme

Ground state. Extrapolating the behaviour of the i13/2 » fs/2 a n d P3/2 neutron states leads
to predict, for 193P6, an i13/2 level situated at nearly 100 keV above the P3/2 ground state ; the
f5/2 level has been identified at 174.5 keV in measurements performed at the LISOL separator
using (Re + O) reactions [I]. This 13/2+ level decays then totaly through /J+/EC emission
towards the 193TZ levels. The states of fig. 7, discussed hereafter, are measured with respect
to this 13/2+ level the energy of which is arbitrarily chosen as the origin.

Level at 881.6 keV. The conversion coefficient and angular distribution measurements
yield respectively an E2 and stretched AJ = 2 character to the transition de-exciting this
level. Its spin can then be determined as 17/2+.

Level at 1401.8 keV. The same type of reasoning leads to a spin 21/2+ for this state.

Level at 1585.9 keV. The strong 184.1 keV El transition, linking this level to the 21/2+
one, shows a 22 ± 2ns half-life and AI = 0. These characteristics lead, as in the heavier
isotopes, to spin 21/2".

Level at 1994.9 keV. This level decays to the 21/2+ state through a 593.1 keV transition,
poorly separated from the 591.2 keV one. They could have AI = 2 and the conversion
coefficients agree with an E2 multipolarity. Spin 25/2+ may thus be assigned to this state.

Level at 2142.0 keV. The 556.1 keV transition, in coincidence with the 184.1 keV one, has
an E2 character. It is very strong in the direct spectrum, in phase with the beam, and rather
weak in that after recoil. The angular distributions agree with AI = 1 (Ml + E2 admixture)
which leads to a spin of 23/2".

Level at 2322.4 keV. This level decays to the preceding state by an E2 transition with AI
= 2 which supports spin 27/2". The order chosen for the 180.4 and 556.1 keV transitions is



determined by their intensities in the prompt spectrum.

Level at 2527.1 keV. Two transitions de-excite this level :

• a 532.2 keV E2 one, with AI = 2, towards the 25/2+ state.

• a 204.8 keV one, which would have a multipolarity El, to the 21/2" level. This transi-
tion's angular distribution agrees with A I = I (possible M2 admixture), though a AI
= 0 value cannot be excluded.

Spin 29/2+ is most likely for this level.

Level at 2612.6 keV. It decays to the 29/2+ state through a 85.5 keV E2 transition, with
a 135ti5iis half-life. By comparison with the heavier isotopes, spin 33/2+ is assigned to this
level.

LeveJ at 1022.0 keV. The 1022.0 transition is E2 in nature. It is in coincidence with the
158.2, 212.9, 72.6, 591.2, 528.0 keV lines as well as with a 497.7 keV 7-ray. This last line
shows no coincidence with any other transition so that a similar couple, 1022.0 + 497.7, may
exist in another isotope (though decay products seem ruled out), unless there is a 1519.7 keV
or 1519.7 + e keV level with a rather long half-live. The angular distribution measurements
give a very weak and inconclusive anisotropy. The most consistent spin for this level seems
15/2+.

Level at 1550.1 keV. A 528.0 keV transition, with A I = 2, and a 668.7 keV E2 + Ml
one de-excite this state towards the 15/2+ and 17/2+ ones respectively which leads to spin
19/2+.

Level at 2141.3 keV. This level de-excites bovh to the 19/2+ level, through a 591.2 keV
transition, the characteristics of which were mentionned in connection with the 1994.9 state,
and to the 21/2+ state by a 739.6 keV E2 + Ml transition with A I = I . The spin must then
be 23/2+. It should be noted that this level cannot be confused with the 2142.0 keV one.

Level at 2214.0 keV. Two weak transitions, of energies 219.1 keV probably Ml, and 812.2
keV that could be E2, and a strong 72.6 keV Ml one (with a possible E2 component) de-excite
this state to the 25/2+, 21/2+ and 23/2+ levels respectively. No angular distribution can be
measured for these transitions but, because of the multiple de-excitation mode of this state,
its only possible spin seems 25/2+.

LeveJ at 2426.9 keV. Spin 27/2+ can be assigned here, the 212.9 keV transition linking
this state to the preceding one having an Ml character and A I = I.

Level at 2585.1 keV. The 158.2 keV transition to the 27/2+ level has a 11 ± 2ns half-life,
its multipolarity is El and the angular distribution yields A I = I which is in favour of spin
29/2-.

Levels above 2585.1 keV. A cascade of two more transitions is observed in the prompt 7 — 7
coincidences, in phase with the beam, at 253.6 and 381.7 keV, both with A I = I, justifying
the 2966.8 and 3220.4 keV levels. No additional data are available on these transitions.



It should be underlined, although no explanation can be proposed, that the intensity
balance between the transitions feeding and de-exciting the 2214.0 keV level is not very
satisfactory.

Dicusssion

Most of the levels shown on the scheme of fig. 7 can be compared to those of heavier
isotopes. The easiest explanation is to identify them with neutron states. In fig. 8, the
experimental spectrum faces that obtained through a B.CS. calculation, in a three quasi-
particïe basis and with a surface delta interaction ÇVSDI =—0.221). As for the even isotopes,
it is necessary to subtract a pairing component (Vp = 0.078) from the interaction in order
to lower the energies of the first levels. The calculation reproduces the gross features of the
level scheme (fig. 8), but cannot be considered altogether satisfactory.

The results obtained for 194Pb and 192Pt throw a new light on the situation. Each of the
2* and 2% states, as well as the 4* and 4^ ones, which exhibit mainly proton and neutron
characters respectively, may give rise to a multiplet in the neighbouring odd isotope. The
central levels in the scheme of fig. 7, apart from the 29/2+ and 33/2+ levels which remain
neutron states, could be due to the Wi3/2®Jir coupling with J1, = 2J{, 4+, 6j". The positions
of the 17/2+, 21/2+ and 25/2+ levels are indeed similar to the average energies of the 2*, 4*,
and 6̂ " states in 194Pe and 192Pt. The levels on the right hand side of fig. 7 could then be
explained by the neutron ii3/2 coupling to the core 2^, 4J, 6^ states, mainly due to neutron
configurations.

The negative parity levels would remain neutron ones. The 2585.1 keV state is not likely
to have a [(7fi13/2 ® Jrh9/2 ) ® M13/2] configuration since the 158.2 keV El transition should
then be delayed like the 11~ —> 1O+ transitions in the neighbouring even isotopes. On the
other hand, it is difficult to understand why this same level does not decay to the 2322.4 keV
27/2" state, as both of them can be described by a [(fi73%)j®J] wave function with j = fr/2,
h9/2.

Only three half-lives were measured leading to :

29/2" level : 11 ± 2ns B(El) = 8.81llo10-6e2fm2

33/2+ level : 135^ns B(E2) = 67.9100e
2fm4

21/2" level : 22 ± 2ns B(El) = 2.903O10-6e2fm2

These values are very similar to those found for the neighbouring isotopes :

A B(EA) : 33/2+(e2fm4) 21/2-(e2fm2)
193 6810 2.9310"6

195 HO23 2.2310-6 [2]
197 159M 1.531510-6 [9]

VI - CONCLUSION

The nature of the different 192Pi levels seems more complex than that observed in the
isotopes with mass numbers greater than 198, where only neutron states are involved. Sorting
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out the 193P6 levels is more difficult. It is indeed not clear that the whole structure is modified
for this isotope, but it is important to underline its ambiguity and irregularities which suggest
a competition between different types of levels. This tendency will have to be confirmed by
the study of 191 Pb. The existence of super deformed bands, at higher energy, in the region,
supports the coexistence of several shapes in these nuclei.

The authors wish to thank the Orsay Tandem and the Louvain-la-Neuve Cyclotron staffs
for their help. G. LaIu (Orsay) and P. Duhamel (Louvain-la-Neuve) were very useful with
the electronic set-up. We are grateful to Dr. H. Folger from G.S.I. (Darmstadt) for providing
us with excellent quality targets, and to Dr. Y. Blumenfeld for revising the English in this
paper.



Figure captions

1) 7 spectrum in the 500 keV region
a) with the P0 coincidence
b) without the P0 coincidence

2) Low energy 7-rays in coincidence with the K conversion line of the 184.1 keV transition
(192P&).

3) Prompt 7 coincidences with the 382.8 keV line (192Pt).

4) Electron lines in coincidence with the sum of the 881.6 + 520.2 keV transitions with (a)
and without (b) the P0 coincidence (193Pi).

5) Prompt e~-7 coincidences with the sum of the 158.2 + 212.9 keV 7-rays (193Pi).

6) The 192Pi isotope level scheme.

7) The 193Pi isotope level scheme. The 13/2+ isomer is set as origin and the levels are labelled
by 2J instead of J.

8) Comparison between experimental and theoretical results (the 193Pi states being labelled
by 2J).
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Table 1

Energies (E), total intensities (IT), experimental and theoretical conversion coefficients and
assigned multipolarities for the 192Pt transitions.

EkeV

44.0,o o )

60.6G" 1

66.7G" 1

162.53

I84.I4

191.O3

2IO.64

277.3G

382.84

402.2s

439.73

463.33

501.82

504.33

565.43

599.54

853.92

I T

46.56U

23.9,0

34.542

W-S1.

2.35

16.821,

9.4m

7.9m

40.83()

97.8C3

42.831

64.281,

39.536

100

Experimental conversion
coefficients

L i + La/

«K

EL

«K

<"K

EL

" K

"K

«K

"K

«K

« l ,

«K

« K

• * . + * ,

« I f

CL1+L,

« K

"L1 + L2

a K

-L1+L,

-L3

CK

CL1+L,

L3 3 .0 s °>

' 7.3550(-2)

2.O4 (-2)

8.398 8(-l)

1.622o(-l)

3.O6 (-1)

3.427 2(-l)

5.5Q2 (~2)

6.43,o(-2)

2.53m(-2)

8.I40 (-2)

1.14!.(-I)

4.8,2 (-2)

3.69e, (-2)

8.5,7 (-3)

3.1822(-2)

6.2,5 (-3)

8.O20 (-3)

4.O30 (-3)

2.I2 (-2)

5.1,,, (-3)

1.67lB(-2)

1.6483(-3)

9.882 (-4)

94174(-3)

2.1237(-3)

Theoretical conversion coefficients
El Ml E2

2.56

1.06(-l)

1.93(-2)

5.63(-2)

1.26(-2)

7.12(-2)"

5.02(-2)l)

1.0(-2)"

7.78(-3)

1.15(-3)

1.22(2)

1.40

2.41(-1)

1.262

2.18(-1)

3.97';>

5.52(-l)

1.88(-1)

3.76(-l)e»

7.96(-2)c>

3.09(-3)c>

1.13(-1)

1.90(-2)

9.16(-2)

1.53(-2)

6.68(-2)

1.12(-2)

5.7(-2)

9.56(-3)

5.7(-5)

3.04(-2)

3.98(-3)

1.14

2.71(-1)

4.8K-1)

2.06(-l)

1.89(-1)

2.38(-l)

7.89(-2)

3.74(-2)

3.35(-2)

2.46(-2)

7.05(-3)

2.07(-2)

5.58(-3)

2.05(-2)

5.5 (-3)

1.61(-2)

3.99(-3)

1.43(-2)

3.40(-3)

4.35(-4)

8.84(-3)

1.47(-3)

Multipolarity

E2

El

El

M1+477%E2

E2

E1+74»MÏ

E2

E2

El

E2

E2

El

E2

E2

E2

a) values extracted from the coincidence results
c) values for an M2 transition

b) value? f<"»r nn E3 transit!'.'



Table 2

Energies (E)1 total intensities (IT), experimental and theoretical conversion coefficients and
assigned multipolarities for the 193Pt transitions.

E keV

72.65

85.55

158.2]

180.4«

184.I3

204.8«

212.93

219.1s

(497.7«)6'

520.23

528.0«

532.23

556.1«

591.2«

593.1«

668.73

739.63

812.2«

881.6]

1022.O3

I T

5O.8OII

4.8io

59.1«O

2.5,o

54.571)

3.1,3

8.55

90.4,,,

6.2,0

8.8e

6.65

12.73 I ,

I6.O50

10.1,,,

14.3i6

5.0,6

100

14.7,,

Experimental conversion
coefficients

Zfi + ia/iv3 8.820

i l + £j/£3 9.3,o (-1)

L/M 5.1,7

"Li+L, ' ' 7 I (-i)

ax 2.835,(-l)

EL 3.6237(-l)

OK 9.16M(-2)

o L i + t 3 2.I12 (-1)

OLL1+L, 1 -076T( -1 )

OtK 2.245,(-2)

CL1 + L, 4.4]2 (-3)

OtK 2.2516(-2)

OtL1+L, 4.333](-3)

Ot3 1.I3 (-3)

C«K 2.1039(-2)

a K 2.08]](-2)

CtL1+L, B.lis (-3)

OtK 1.4833(-2)

OK 1.8930(-2)

OtK 2.3235(-2)

"L1+L, 4-8,,, (-3)

«K 1.8333(-2)

OK 2.5533(-2)

OLK 3.83s (-3)' : |

a K 7.37s2(-3)

a L l + i , 1.47l0(-3)

«K 5.12o,(-3)

Theoretical conversion coefficients
El Ml E2

1.28(2) 1.17

1.31(2) 1.24

4.27 4.94

1.72(-2)

1.48 2.15(-1)

2.56(-l) 3.05(-l)

7.81(-2)

6.02(-2) 4.36° I

9.10(-3) 1.13°'

9.34( 1) 1.47(-1)

8.63(-l) l.37(-l)

1.48(-1) 1.37(-1)

9.36(-2) 2.11(-2)

1.57(-2) 5.71(-3)

8.33(-2) 1.92(-2)

1.39(-2) 5.04(-3)

8.40(-5) 7.97(-4)

8.01(-2) 1.86(-2)

7.84(-2) 1.83(-2)

1.31(-2) 4.72(-3)

6.98(-2) 1.67(-2)

S.96(-2) 1.47(-2)

5.90(-2) 1.46(-2)

9.84(-3) 3.51(-3)

4.32(-2) 1.15(-2)

3.33(-2) 9.47(-3)

2.61(-2) 7.91(-3)

2.11(-2) 6.77(-3)

3.65(-3) 1.36(-3)

1.45(-2) 5.13(-3)

Multipo-
larity

E2+M1

E2

El

E2

El

El(+M2)

Ml

Ml

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2

E2+22i,,%Ml

M1+23,,,%E2

E2

E2

E2

a) values for
large error is due

an M2 transition b) transition seen in coincidence, not placed in the level scheme c) the
to the admixture of the tf(812.2keV) and L(739.6keV) rays



Table 3

Angular distribution coefficients measured for the 1 9 3 Pt isotope.

Energy(keV)

153.2
180.4
184.1
204.8
212.9
520.2
528.0
532.2
556.1
739.6
881.6

1022.0

A2

-0.15O48

0.201C6
0.18761

-0.2935C

-O.I8839
0.23549

0.35448

0.0953i
0.1294g

-0.469gl

0.252C3

-0.01O47

A4

-0.00274

-0.208102
-0.022G2
0.325123
0.029G8

-0.11584

-0.16298

-0.009«
0.058g6
0.27I102

-0.01891

0.00582

Adopted
AI

1
2
0
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

1?
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